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"Statuesque," choreographed by Marco Pelle and performed by @teatroallascala's principal dancers @MartinaArduino & Marco Agostino, 
celebrates the legacy of iconic #ltalian sculptors like #Canova2022, Bernini and Giambologna.

Watch all 10 videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zez1ppWAf7g&list=PLLna_imC-Ycrzz76WZJxpeEhuQf4EjTQf

#Madelnltaly craftsmanship is "meraviglioso" ( marvelous)!

#ltalian goldsmiths flourished during the Renaissance—today, their craft is centralized in the northern Italian cities of Valenza, Arezzo, and 
Vicenza.

Learn more https://madeinitaly.gov.it/fashion/ #belT

Happy #lndependenceDay!

Did you know that the suggestion for the phrase "All men are created equal"—included in the Declaration of Independence- 
Philip Mazzei? His contribution was recognized by a joint resolution of Congress in 1993. #4thofJuly

came from Italian

Last month, @ltalyMFA released the 2022 edition of #MusicForUncertainTimes. These 3 unreleased performances were recorded in historic 
ffltalian theaters!

Watch the video of duet #2 featuring Samuel and Jeremiah Fraites of @thelumineers, filmed in Turin:
https://vimeo.com/720565020

Sustainability is #Madelnltaly

#ltaly has the highest number of @UNESCO world heritage sites in the world, preserving #culture and heritage for future generations.

How do you protect the fflviadelnltaly brand? David Calderone, Director of Italy's Association of the Meat and Cured Meat Industry, shares the 
prestige of Italy's charcuterie industry, and provides insights on the importance of identifying an authentic ffltalian product. #belT

As the bridge between Europe & the world, ffltaly creates new opportunities for trade & production through their Special Economic Zones! In the 
Ionian region, green energy innovations benefit the automotive, bioeconomy & creative industries.

Learn more https://madeinitalv.aov.it/sez/

Happy #WorldChocolateDay!

#DYK that it takes 400 cacao beans to make 1 pound of chocolate? During the 1860s, cacao rationing limited chocolate, so ffltaly created 
"gianduja." This delicious ancestor to @NutellaGlobal uses 30% hazelnut paste, reducing the need for cacao beans.

[like: https://twitter.com/MiC ltalia/status/1544735229155368960]

(like https twitter com IIC Ch cago status'1544803375996289025)

(like https '/twitter com HC_Ch cago/status 1545029868378800128J

|rt https .'twmer.com.iTAmvestltaly.'status 1544924241665"71457]

! (like: https //twitter com/lTAHouston /status4 54506C699359394; 76]

[like: https://twitter.com/ITAChicaao/status/154502990870283Q5921

[Thread 1/3]
#DYK that ffltaly & the US share over 50 Sister Cities & Twin Towns? One of the oldest of these partnerships is Milan & Chicago—the pair has 
had a strong bond since 1973, with ties related to architecture & music; fashion & education; finance & the economy.

[Thread 2/3]
A Sister City bond is an international partnership unique to each pair, and can encompass everything from business, trade and educational 
initiatives to cultural exchanges and projects ...

[Thread 3/3]
... and the newest Sister City pair was announced just last month, between Carmel, Indiana, and Cortona, Italy! Read more about their 
international goals
https://www.wishtv.com/news/carmel-announces-new-sister-citv-in-cortona-italv/

The @americanart's touring exhibition on Venice's influence on artwork by leading 19th-century American artists such as Sargent & Whistler is 
now at @theamoncarter!

@ltalyinHouston ffltaly

Learn more about the magic of Venetian glass in their art
https://www.nbcdfw.com/entertainment/the-scene/amon-carter-museum-of-american-art-showcases-american-artists-love-affair-with-venetian-
glass/3005480/
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Unmatched quality and a uniquely local supply chain make #ltalian products especially desirable to counterfeiters. Serena Moretti with 
Confindustria Moda shares tips on how to be sure your product really is #Madelnltaly! #belT

Learn more

In June, @ltalyMFA released the 2022 edition of #MusicForUncertainTimes 
theaters!

-three unreleased performances recorded in historic #ltalian

Watch the video of duet #3, featuring @Gaia_Gozzi and @lousandtheyakz, filmed in Bologna:
https://vimeo.com/720564992

A lot of love for #ltaly in today's #Emmy nominations!

Congratulazioni to Italian-American stars Stanley Tucci, @JohnMTurturro, Christina Ricci, @AADaddario & Kaley Cuoco, the Searching for Italy 
& ©succession teams in Italy, and all of the nominees!
https://twitter.eom/i/events/1546583788901175296

Sustainability is //Madelnltaly

//Italy is building a world-first Earth satellite observation system, which will be used to measure impacts of climate change, monitor natural 
resource management and control risks such as erosion and pollution.

Italy's Special Economic Zones create opportunities for trade & production in the Mediterranean! In Eastern Sicily, the Catania Etna Valley 
hosts a strategic pole of technological excellence, green transition & an agrifood central district.

Learn more https://madeinitalv.aov.it/sez/

Why Rome? Through urban regeneration, sustainability and human connection, the Eternal City is constantly promoting innovations to build a 
better future.

Learn more about @Expo2030Roma, Rome's candidacy to host the 2030 World Expo

An ambitious exhibit honoring Donatello as a Father of the Renaissance is in Florence until July 31! Featuring 130+ masterpieces on loan from 
institutions such as @metmuseum & @ngadc, the exhibit shows Donatello's impact on //Italian artists. Leam more
https://www.smithsonianmaa.com/smart-news/donatello-renaissance-art-historv-180979774/

[like: https://twitter.com/IIC Chicaao/status/1547672280213295106]

[Thread 1/2]
Happy //WorldEmojiDay from the Embassy of //Italy!

[Thread 2/2]

Tag us to show your love for //Italy through emoji art! #WorldEmojiDay2022

Serena Moretti 
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Moda
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[Thread 1/2]
MUNDI, the new #ltalian Language Museum in @comunefi, has opened an introductory exhibit to last through October 6! Once fully open in 
2023, #MUNDI will share the history of Italian through written & multimedia components. @MiC_ltalia

Learn more
https://www.theflorentine.net/2022/07/07/mundi-national-museum-italian/

[Thread 2/2]
#DYK that the United States is ranked fourth for total number of #ltalian language students? Italian is one of the most studied languages in the 
world, and we're excited to have a museum dedicated to celebrating our beloved language!

//Madelnltaly products are subject to the highest standards of quality and excellence. Fabio Leonardi, Assolatte Councilor in charge of 
Internationalization, shares how entrepreneurs adhere to these standards so you can pick out a true #ltalian product! Check it out

As instances of celiac disease increase in //Italy and around the world, producers are innovating in the baked goods sector to make sure 
everyone can get a taste of Italy.

Learn more about Italy's successes in the gluten-free culinary world: https://www.bbc.com/storvworks/be-it-buildina-on-excellence/aluten-free- 
italv

Viaggiare Sicuri

[like: httos.y/twitter.com/IIC Chicaao/status/1549121833248636931]

Italian wine among the stars! Three iconic //Italian brands are working with @ASI_spazio and the Italian Sommelier Foundation on a 
"wine in space" program to better understand how grapes and wine survive in space. Learn more
https://www.decanter.com/wine-news/iconic-italian-wineries-partner-on-wine-in-space-project-483918/

The ports located in Western Sicily are the gateway between Europe and Africa. This link—one of Italy's Special Economic Zones—is quickly 
becoming a vital part of the logistics business, creating opportunities for a more prosperous future.

Learn more https://madeinitalv.aov.it/sez/

Sustainability is //Madelnltaly

//Italy boasts the most classifications and protected food-farming and viticulture products in Europe, with an emphasis on locally-sourced 
ingredients!

[retweet: https://twitter.eom/SdDip/status/1550480792677130243]

[retweet: https://twitter.eom/ltalvatNATO/status/1550472010681180161]

//Italian Prime Minister Mario Draghi on the agreements on grain signed today. //StandWithUkraine

Happy birthday to the President of the Italian Republic, Sergio #Mattarella! Buon compleanno, Signor Presidente!

Did you know that //Italy's Ischia was just voted "Best Island in the World" by the readers of @TravelLeisure? With thermal springs and idyllic 
views, it's no wonder that Italy came out on top. Read all about it
https://www.travelandleisure.com/worlds-besVbest-islands-in-the-world-2022

Can you guess which //Madelnltaly sector suffers the most from counterfeiting? Francesco Postorino, Director General of @Confagricoltura, 
discusses the impact of "Italian sounding" products and the benefit of labeling and certifications for the consumer.

Italy's master beauty companies have embraced the push for vegan and locally-sourced cosmetics, including using ingredients such as 
Mediterranean sea fennel to create products.

Read more about Italian innovation in cosmetics: https://www.bbc.com/storyworks/be-it-buildina-on-excellence/italian-cosmetic-innovations

Thanks to a growing @ITAtradeagency partnership with conservation organization @Treedom, you can become a tree guardian in the first ever 
//Madelnltaly forest! Redeem your tree now and //LetsGreenThePlanet: https://www.treedom.neVen/orqanization/beiVevent/made-in-italv- 
foresVredeem

Sustainability is //Madelnltaly

With a large & growing focus on sustainability, //Italy's machinery sector ranks 4th globally & 2nd in Europe for exports. More than 15,000 
//Italian machinery & transport businesses—40% of the industry—made green investments between 2016-2020!
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After reaching 100,000 downloads in a year, "ITALY. Land of Wonders,” a video game about #ltalian nature, gastronomy, art, entertainment and 
design by @ltalyMFA, has achieved another milestone: its own website!

Check it out https://ilow.esteri.it/

#ltaly's Special Economic Zones create possibilities across sectors. In the Campania region, two ports and two freight villages create ample 
opportunities for the circular economy, engineering, shipbuilding and agrifood!

Learn more https://madeinitalv.aov.it/sez/

Centuries of dirt were removed from a Medici chapel located in Florence @comunefi with assistance from an unexpected source—3 strains of 
non-toxic bacteria! Learn more about how science & innovation brought this Renaissance masterpiece back to life 
https://www.theauardian.com/world/2022/mar/09/florence-tomb-bv-michelanaelo-restored-with-aid-of-bacteria
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"Statuesque," a series of dances choreographed by @marcopelle294 and performed by @arduino.martina and @marco__agostino, principal
dancers from @teatroallascala, celebrates the legacy of iconic Italian sculptors like Canova, Bernini and Giambologna. Each dance was filmed 
in the Embassy of Italy in collaboration with @awenfilms and the @iicwashington as part of the initiatives on the occasion of the 200th 
anniversary of the death of Antonio Canova.

Now, you can follow the link in our bio to watch all 10 dances and learn the stories behind them!

#Statuesque #ltalianCulture #ltalianDance #Canova2022

Did you miss any of the Statuesque videos? Now you can watch all 10! Leam more [insert arrow gif] 

[share Statuesque post to story]

#OnThisDay in Italian history, the Milano Centrale Station was inaugurated!

Milano Centrale, with its towering ceilings and intricate facades, is one of Europe's largest train stations. Today, Milano Centrale connects 
hundreds of thousands of passengers daily via high-speed rail—Turin in the west, Venice in the east and south to Bologna, Rome, Naples and 
Salerno—and many more destinations along the way.

If the station looks familiar, that might be because the winning Italian architect, Ulisse Stacchini, modeled his design after Union Station in 
Washington, DC! Swipe to see the resemblance.

[like: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/CfePEZdMqUx/1

[like: https://www.instagram.eom/p/CfeVFDTsGNW/]

Happy Independence Day!

Did you know that the suggestion for the phrase "All men are created equal"—included in the Declaration of Independence—came from Italian 
Philip Mazzei? His contribution was recognized by a joint resolution of the US Congress in 1993. SlndependenceDay #4thofJuly

Last month, @italymfa released the 2022 edition of SMusicForUncertainTimes. These three previously-unreleased performances were 
recorded in historic Italian theaters!

Follow the link in our bio to watch the second Italian musical duet, featuring Samuel and Jeremiah Fraites of @thelumineers, which was filmed 
in Dancing Le Roi in Turin.

#FestaDellaMusica2022

[like: https://www.instaaram.com/p/CfrGMvFMcsZ/?hl=enl

"We are truly the best at what we do when it comes to fashion, shoes and craftsmanship in general."

Watch Italian Olympian @kikkafede88 share how Italian beauty influenced her life for the #belT "As I See IT" campaign. She is the first female 
Olympic champion in the history of Italian swimming, and the only Italian swimmer to have set world records in more than one event!

@kikkafede88 joined @officialbe.it's "As I See IT" campaign to share the beauty of#Madelnltaly! Watch now 

[share Federica Pellegrini post to story]

Happy #WorldChocolateDay!

#DYK that it takes 400 cacao beans to make 1 pound of chocolate? During the 1860s, cacao rationing limited the ability for Italian chocolatiers 
to produce their goods. According to legend, it was Pier Paul Caffarel—founder of @caffarel1826—who found a solution: "gianduja," chocolate 
made with at least 30% hazelnut paste to reduce the need for cacao beans.

Now, gianduja comes in several forms, from crunchy bars to creamy spreads, and inside chocolate truffles and gelato. It is also the reason we 
have beloved @nutella!
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Italy has seen devastation from natural disasters—such as earthquakes and volcanoes—but remains resilient in the beauty of its architectural 
and cultural heritage. The Late Baroque Towns of the Val di Noto are perfect examples of this dedication. Caltagirone, Militello Val di Catania, 
Catania, Modica, Noto, Palazzolo Acreide, Ragusa and Scicli are eight urban towns that represent a period of rebuilding following the massive 
earthquake of 1693, which destroyed towns across southeastern Sicily.

If you visit the Val di Noto, you'll take a step backwards to a time with a more leisurely pace and a community of Sicilians that could not be 
shaken by the horrific seismic events that took place in 1693. They used their uniquely Italian imagination to rebuild each town to perfectly 
serve their needs. Some were built up on the sites of the original towns, while others moved slightly to less urbanized areas. Some isolated the 
remains of monuments, while others built around them.

Despite their differences, all eight @UNESCOWorldHeritage towns are pristine examples of Baroque towns, filled with beautiful art and 
reflective of thoughtful urban planning.

//UNESCO #ValDiNoto #Sicily #ltaly #Baroque iFeed 1-4

[insert creative] \ Story 1

[insert creative] \ Story 2

[insert creative] | Story 3

[insert creative] [ Story 4

[insert quiz sticker]

Today, Noto annually hosts one of Italy's largest...
a) Renaissance fairs
b) Film festivals
c) Flower festivals (correct)
d) Design exhibitions \ Story 5

Learn more about this resilient @UNESCOworldheritage site 
[share post to story] \ N/A

[like: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/Cftq_OwsUSe/] I N/A

[like: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/Cfr9H22KDG9/]

[like: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/CftkpEeqLbR/]

[like: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/CfsEYaOvx-v/]

[like: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/Cft2oOmOD-a/]

[like: https://www.instaaram.com/p/CfsBrrkPBo3/?hl=en]

[like: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/Cfrv23aNvrr/]

Did you know that Italy and the United States share over 50 Sister Cities and Twin Towns? A Sister City bond is an international partnership 
unique to each pair, and can encompass everything from business, trade and educational initiatives to cultural exchanges and projects.

Many of these partnerships date back decades, but new ones form each year. The newest Sister City pair, announced last month between 
Carmel, Indiana, and Cortona, Italy, aims to create international goodwill with a focus on student cultural exchanges and expanded business 
relationships!

#SisterCities #Cortona //Indiana

The @americanart's touring exhibition on Venice's influence on artwork by leading 19th-century American artists such as Sargent & Whistler is 
now at @}heamoncarter in Fort Worth, TXI Learn more 
[share to story: https://www. instaaram. com/p/CfRq2Lhs0v-/]

Tag: @italyinhouston

[share to story: https://www. instaaram. com/p/CfwXFInMs 1 a/]

[like: h ttps://www. in stag ram. com/p/CfwXFInMs 1 a/]

[share to story: https://www. instaaram. com/p/CfwQlzfsff4/J

pike: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/CfwQlzfsff4/]

In SLAY, powerful female figures portrayed by ttltalian Artemisia Gentileschi and @kehindewiley inspire the exploration of identity and 
oppression. Check it out, now on display at @frickpgh until July 10 
[share to story: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/CfbznbiLzAK/]
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Over several centuries, Italy, the #Etemallnnovator, has left an impact on all industries with their signature style, sophistication and quality— 
including the automotive sector.

Founded #OnThisDay in 1899 by Italian businessman Giovanni Agnelli, @fiat is a staple of the Italian automotive sector and the world. The 
first Fiats were produced in Turin, and the company became the largest automotive company in Italy in 1910. Now, as part of Stellantis, Fiat is 
innovating in the electric transportation space—as seen on display at the Embassy during our #FestaDellaRepubblica celebration in June!

Swipe to see what a Fiat looked like in 1899!

In June, @italymfa released the 2022 edition of #MusicForUncertainTimes—three previously-unreleased performances recorded in historic 
Italian theaters!

Follow the link in our bio to watch the third Italian musical duet, featuring @gaiaofficial and @lousandtheyakuza, which was filmed in the Villa 
Aldrovandi-Mazzacorati Theatre in Bologna.

#FestaDellaMusica2022

So much #Emmy love for #ltaly this year!
Let's start with @Succession, which filmed much of season 3 in Tuscany! And two episodes were directed by Italian American directors 
@lorenescafaria and Robert Pulcini

[Share post to Story: https://www. instaaram. com/p/Cf66H7BBfKu/]

Brava Kaley!
@kaleycuoco
[Share post to Story: https://www. instaaram. com/p/Cf60BvQiYlt/]

[Insert Italian flag heart GIFs]
@alexandradaddario
[Share 2nd frame of post to Story: https ://www. instaaram. com/p/Cf60rkpQvD 7/]

And more itltaly... We're so proud of @stanleytucci, John Turturro, @riccigrams and all of this year's #Emmy nominees!

"A great Made in Italy champion brings with him all that is Italian..."

Italian Olympic champion @crazylongjumper joined the #belT "As I See IT' campaign to share how he takes the beauty of Italy with him no 
matter where in the world he competes. Watch to learn more!

@crazylongjumper joined @officialbe.it's "As I See IT" campaign to share the beauty ofttMadelnltaly! Watch now 

[share Lamont Marcell Jacobs post to story]

Italy and the United States share over 50 sister cities with unique partnerships that can encompass everything from business, trade and 
educational initiatives to cultural exchanges and projects. Today, learn more about the bond between Agrigento, Italy and Tampa, Florida!

Formed as an exploratory committee in 1987, the bond between Agrigento and Tampa was finalized with an international agreement in 1991. A 
delegation of officials from Agrigento visited Tampa with their families and a Sicilian dance group called Vecchia Gergenti, and the friendship 
led to the sharing of cultural objects including antiquities from Sicily, and discussions of economic development between the two cities.

Agrigento is located on the Southern coast of Italy, and 90% of Tampa’s Italian Americans trace their roots to the area. These "Sunshine" cities 
celebrated 30 years of friendship just last year, with many more to come.

#SisterCities #Sicily #Florida

[like: https://www.instaqram.eom/p/Cf sOEIMEza/j

"Rome is the city of echoes, the city of illusions, the city of desire." - Giotto

Why Rome? Through urban regeneration, sustainability and human connection, the Eternal City is constantly promoting innovations to build a 
better future. This is engrained in the very essence of the city, which has rebuilt itself again and again across centuries.

Watch now to learn more about @expo2030_roma, Rome's candidacy to host the 2030 World Expo.
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Have you ever thought about what life was like 250,000 years ago? The Cilento area was once occupied by farmers during the Neolithic period, 
societies of the Bronze and Iron Age, Etruscans, Greeks and Lucanians, before being incorporated into the Roman Empire in the 3rd century 
BCE.

Once a major route for trade, the Cilento was also a cultural stomping ground and a site for political interactions during prehistoric and medieval 
periods. For a time, it served as a boundary between Greek colonies and the indigenous Etruscan and Lucanian peoples.

The site, inscribed as a @UNESCOworldheritage site in 1998, includes the National Park Cilento e Vallo di Diano, the two archaeological sites 
of Paestum and Velia, whose remains give us a glimpse into the past. The monumental Certosa di San Lorenzo at Padula is also part of the 
site and is one of the most impressive monastic structures in the world. Its construction began in 1306, but it went through Baroque 
transformations in the 17th and 18th centuries.

#UNESCO #ValloDiDiano #Cilento #ltaly @parcoarcheologicopaestum

[insert creative]

[insert creative]

[insert creative]

[insert creative]

[insert quiz sticker]
Cilento connected which two areas of the Mediterranean?

a) Greece and Italy
b) Adriatic and Tyrrhenian seas (correct)
c) Croatia and Italy
d) Sicily and the Adriatic sea

Learn more about this ancient @UNESCOworldheritage site

[like: https://www.instaaram.eom/o/CqAVwAQQZOO/1

[like: https://www.instaqram.cotn/p/CqCRw6YM6kC/?hl=en]

[like: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/CqAtMYrpiZ8/1

Happy #WortdEmojiDay from the Embassy of Italy! 

[insert quiz sticker]
Which of these emojis most reminds you of Italy?

MUNDI, the first museum dedicated to the ttltalian language, has opened an introductory exhibit that will last until October 6! Check out this 
preview
[share to story: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/CfuGiQ7oFFX/]

ftltalian is one of the most studied languages in the world & the United States is 4th in the world for number of Italian language students!

MUNDI will fully open in 2023, showcasing the history of our beloved language.
[share to story: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/CfqsQ3nl7fO/]

Lace up your mall-walking shoes and step back with us to 107 AD, when Apollodorus of Damascus began work on Trajan's Market, or "Mercati 
di Traiano," which is believed to be the first example of a covered shopping mall. That's right—every time you visit a shopping mall, you're 
stepping back centuries through the influence of the #Eternallnnovator, Italy!

Trajan's Market was built in Rome near the Colosseum and contained two floors of covered shops where ancient Romans could mingle and 
make purchases. The remains of Trajan's Market can still be toured today, and the building currently holds the fascinating Museum of Imperial 
Forums.

Italy’s legendary culinary culture dates back centuries and continues to inspire worldwide, but how much do you really know about the Italian 
agrifood industry?

Let's find out [insert sideways arrow gif]

PDO (or DOP, in Italian) stands for "Protected Destination of Origin" and refers to high-quality products with a close tie to their territory of origin.
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[insert quiz sticker]

How many PDO products are registered in Italy?

a) 581 (correct)
b) 469
c) 201

[insert quiz sticker]

Where in Italy is prosecco made?

a) Apulia
b) Tuscany
c) Sicily & Sardinia
d) Veneto & Friuli Venezia Giulia (correct)

[insert link: https://madeinitalv.aov.it/aarifood/] Learn more!

[like: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/CaKo7v-ql5u/]

[like: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/CaE-toGMONB/]

Italy and the United States share 50+ sister cities with unique partnerships that reach across the Atlantic Ocean. Today, learn more about the 
bond between Arezzo, Italy and Norman, Oklahoma!

The official agreement between Arezzo and Norman was signed in 2011. While sister city relationships can stem from a number of common 
interests—including art, culture and economics—this bond came thanks to the @uofoklahoma's desire to increase their presence in Arezzo, 
where, at the time of the agreement, 200 students visited each year to learn Italian.

Norman is located about 20 miles away from Oklahoma City, while Arezzo is located in eastern Tuscany.

#SisterCities #Arezzo #Oklahoma @italyinhouston

Visitors to @librarycongress are now able to see 35 different copies of Dante Alighieri's "Divine Comedy" on display at the entrance of the 
Hispanic and European Readings Rooms in the Thomas Jefferson Building! Each was selected due to unique ability to convey a story through 
different languages, story changes or illustrations.

This exhibit will be available until August 31. Follow the link in our bio to learn more and plan a visit today!

One of the world’s greatest collections of prehistoric drawings is located in Italy! More than 140,000 symbols and figures carved into stone 
make up the Rock Drawings in Valcamonica.

Inscribed in 1979, this was the first @UNESCOworldheritage site in Italy, and it’s no mystery as to why it earned that honor—the drawings 
cover a period of 8,000 years and depict themes including agriculture, navigation, war and magic. Few other places on the planet provide that 
kind of insight into how ancient societies lived!

//UNESCO //Valcamonica //Italy

[insert creative]

[insert creative]

[insert creative]

Learn more about Italy's first @UNESCOworldheritage site 
[share post to story]

Idyllic views ... picturesque villas ... thermal springs ... that's Ischia, Italy! Located in the Tyrrhenian Sea, this island is known for its beauty and 
hospitality—and now it's been voted "Best Island in the World" by the readers of @travelandleisure!

Swipe through to see some of the Ischia's incredible views!

Ischia—a gorgeous island located off the coast of Naples—was just voted "Best Island in the World" by the readers of @travelandleisure! 

[insert link: https://www.travelandleisure.com/worlds-best/best-islands-in-the-world-2022] The 25 Best Islands in the World

Learn more about Ischia! 
[share Ischia post to story]

Culture is the very essence of Italy’s identity! Italy's past lives on in unique heritage sites, and its future is found in a robust education system 
and unique creative culture...

... but how much do you REALLY know about Italian culture? 

Let's find out [insert sideways arrow gif]
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! SCI/ECON STORY

Italy ranks fourth in Europe for public education! 

[insert quiz sticker]
What is the oldest university in Europe?
a) Sorbonne University
b) University of Bologna (correct)
c) University of Oxford
d) University of Padua Bologna

i SCI/ECON STORY Each region of Italy has a distinct heritage, and they come together to create the beautiful kaleidoscope of cultures found in Italy. Sicily

: SCI/ECON STORY

True or False?

[insert quiz sticker]
Italy has the most UNESCO sites in the world.
a) True (correct)
b) False Pisa

! SCI/ECON STORY

Italy has 58 @unescoworldheritage sites! 

[insert quiz sticker]
What was the first UNESCO site in Italy?
a) Villa Romana del Casale
b) Leaning Tower of Pisa
c) Floating City of Venice
d) Rock Drawings in Vaicamonica (correct) Rock Drawings

i SCI/ECON STORY [insert link: https://madeinitalv.aov.it/culture/] Learn more! belT Culture

i SCI/ECON FEED

Did you know that many of the world's helicopters are built in Lombardy, Italy? This important contribution is just a continuation of a long history 
of innovation in the aerospace industry—thanks to Italy!

Before there was the modern helicopter, there was the steam powered Forlanini helicopter, designed in Milan by Enrico Forlanini. It first flew in 
1887, and was the first object to fly using an engine.

This isn't the only first in the aerospace industry for the #Eternallnnovator! In 1930, Corradino D'Ascanio, born in Pisa, patented the modern 
helicopter. His design featured two coaxial propellers, which helped control aerodynamic forces and improve flying stability.

Now, advanced technologies and innovations continue to improve the aerospace industry! Helicopter over

i SOCIAL STORY

#NationallnternDay

@maria_morante @giuliaciccc @_chiarasalamina @bianca_vannucci @gaiaaproietti 
[share to story: https://www.instaaram.eom/reel/CeehB6koPHf/1 N/A

I GLOBAL FEED

Today, let's learn about a special bond between two agricultural cities that are more than 5,500 miles apart! Alba, Italy, and Medford, Oregon, 
became sisters under US President Eisenhower's "People-to-People" Program, and a strong friendship has grown between the two cities over 
the last 50 years.

The partnership is one of several pairs between the United States and Italy, but Alba and Medford's friendship is unique. Medford was the only 
city in the northwest United States invited to inaugurate the first telecommunications satellite with a call to their sister city. In 1962, Mayor 
Osvaldo Cagnasso of Alba and Mayor John Snider of Medford spoke with each other while citizens of each city listened intently.

Now, the two cities participate in student exchanges and bond over their similarities—and differences!

#SisterCities #ltaly //Oregon

Alba Italy,
Medford
Oregon

i GLOBAL FEED

Renaissance town-planning implements a humanist concept, creating the "ideal city"—but do you know where you can find the earliest 
example?

Architect Bernardo Rossellino was selected by Pope Pius II in the mid-14th century to transform the look of his birthplace: the City of Pienza. 
Rossellino took the knowledge he acquired from his mentor Leon Battista Alberti, the author of the first architectural treatise of the 
Renaissance, and developed a new vision for the urban space in Pienza. Construction, which began in 1459, was centered around a 
trapezoidal square called Piazza Pio II. It included the Piccolomini, Ammannati and Borgia Palaces, a town hall, and a new axis road—called 
Corso Rossellino—-to connect the original medieval walls around the city. As development continued, public and private buildings were 
constructed as part of Pius M's summer court, and Pienza quickly became the blueprint for town development during the Italian Renaissance.

The Historic Center of the City of Pienza is a @UNESCOworldheritage site, inscribed in 1996 and its heritage will be preserved for centuries to 
come.

#UNESCO #Tuscany #Pienza #ltaly #Renaissance Feed 1-4
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[insert creative]

[insert creative]

[insert creative]

[insert quiz sticker]
Who was the architect selected to reimagine Pienza?

a) Leon Battista Alberti
b) Michelangelo
c) Bernardo Rossellino (correct)
d) Jacque Francisco

[insert creative]

Learn more about this trailbiazing @UNESCOworldheritage site! 
[share post to story]

[placeholder 
for creative]

[placeholder 
for creative]

[placeholder 
for creative]

[placeholder 
for creative]

[placeholder 
for creative]

N/A

Facebook
"Statuesque," a series of dances choreographed by Marco Pelle and performed by @arduinomartina and @marcoagostinoscala, principal 
dancers from @teatro.alla.scala, celebrates the legacy of iconic Italian sculptors like Canova, Bernini and Giambologna. Each dance was filmed 
in the Embassy of Italy in collaboration with @AwenFilms and the @iicwashingtondc as part of the initiatives on the occasion of the 200th 
anniversary of the death of Antonio Canova.

Now, you can watch all 10 dances and learn the stories they represent
https://www.voutube.com/watch?v=zez1ppWAf7q&list=PLLna imC-Ycrzz76WZJxpeEhuQf4EiTQf

On this day in Italian history, the Milano Centrale Station was inaugurated!

Milano Centrale, with its towering ceilings and intricate facades, is one of Europe's largest train stations. Today, Milano Centrale connects 
hundreds of thousands of passengers daily via high-speed rail—Turin in the west, Venice in the east and south to Bologna, Rome, Naples and 
Salerno—and many more destinations along the way.

If the station looks familiar, that might be because the winning Italian architect, Ulisse Stacchini, modeled his design after Union Station in 
Washington, DC!

[like: https://www.facebook.
com/iicwashinatondc/posts/pfbid034CC38dAn3ai5RvBQekcQEufNtadlpBxD8vVs5ise3akaC1HiYm2V1CiNNn7HH6dPI1

[like: https://www.facebook.
com/iicwashinatondc/posts/pfbid02UeBAwHYhRmu2ADwAn6zBbCNbkkNbD9RLRaTi4Wes8bUmwNftJ5Nz3Ybv42Jq53Eil1

Ten years ago, a group of Italian friends began mapping out Sicily’s routes as described by crusading knights in ancient texts. From their initial 
maps sprung a project—a massive revitalization effort that began in 2017.

Though the ancient routes have changed, the people once traversed them—from the Greeks and the Romans to the Normans, Arabs and 
more—left traces along the way. Discover how Italy is working to preserve these timeless connections. 
https://www.nationalqeoqraphic.com/travel/article/a-tantalizinq-trek-into-the-heart-of-sicilv

Happy Independence Day!

Did you know that the suggestion for the phrase "All men are created equal"—included in the Declaration of Independence—came from Italian 
Philip Mazzei? An Italian physician, Mazzei was a close friend of Thomas Jefferson. His contribution was recognized by a joint resolution of the 
US Congress in 1993.

Last month, @ltalyMFA.it released the 2022 edition of "Music for Uncertain Times" to celebrate the annual occasion of Festa Della Musica. The 
release features Italian and international artists collaborating to bring the universal language of Italian music to life through three previously 
unreleased performances recorded in historic theaters in Italy!

Watch the video of Italian musical duet #2, performed by Samuel and Jeremiah Fraites of @TheLumineers and filmed in Dancing Le Roi in 
Turin.
https://vimeo.com/720565020

"We are truly the best at what we do when it comes to fashion, shoes and craftsmanship in general."

Italian Olympian Federica Pellegrini shared how Italian beauty influenced her life for the #belT "As I See IT" campaign. She is the first female 
Olympic champion in the history of Italian swimming, and the only Italian swimmer to have set world records in more than one event! Watch 
now

[like: https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=405732984915793&set=a.301599555329137]
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Happy World Chocolate Day!

Did you know that it takes 400 cacao beans to make 1 pound of chocolate? During the 1860s, cacao rationing limited the ability for Italian 
chocolatiers to produce their goods. According to legend, it was Pier Paul Caffarel—founder of @Caffarel1826—who found a solution: 
"gianduja," chocolate made with at least 30% hazelnut paste to reduce the need for cacao beans.

Now, gianduja comes in several forms, from crunchy bars to creamy spreads, and inside chocolate truffles and gelato. It's also the reason we 
have beloved @nutellausa!

Italy has seen devastation from natural disasters—such as earthquakes and volcanoes—but remains resilient in the beauty of its architectural 
and cultural heritage. The Late Baroque Towns of the Val di Noto are perfect examples of this dedication. Caltagirone, Militello Val di Catania, 
Catania, Modica, Noto, Palazzolo Acreide, Ragusa and Scicli are eight urban towns that represent a period of rebuilding following the massive 
earthquake of 1693, which destroyed towns across southeastern Sicily.

If you visit the Val di Noto, you'll take a step backwards to a time with a more leisurely pace and a community of Sicilians that could not be 
shaken by the horrific seismic events that took place in 1693. They used their uniquely Italian imagination to rebuild each town to perfectly 
serve their needs. Some were built up on the sites of the original towns, while others moved slightly to less urbanized areas. Some isolated the 
remains of monuments, while others built around them.

Despite their differences, all eight @UNESCO towns are pristine examples of Baroque towns, filled with beautiful art and reflective of thoughtful 
urban planning.

[like: httos://www.facebook.
com/iicwashinatondc/posts/pfbid02LxvtitcMBRwAKxuBJzp4RQCwqKb2E2C81tHVYPnriKruSFX4xKBgLPzqz4tTYPDml1

[like: https://www.facebook.com/IICChicaQO/posts/pfbid0vs811o3ssf8xx4rvfd2BrLZaWaA1ZaRiaBnrubDb1CHntW42wSRUUMCmUc75xA33l]

[like: httos://www.facebook.com/IICChicaao/oosts/ofbidOUPDd1PXSYst3erKa5as6Xrzccet1ziq8i5MiE4mN4tHHNeGL48Q9LvzDHYwn7f3zl1

[like: https://www.facebook.com/iicla/posts/pfbid02YD8eqDtRQUVUpQJwfzY1fWAeBFHLMxQH4UQPb9UeePpiyXzmzMZ2Rso24oRssNGil ]

[like: https://www.facebook.com/ltalvinNY/posts/pfbid0evCR8nePqszoorWkcVvA1HN1Ym6d2wAacmqjcBPFvbT8ax3DVdaXoNqiSGKkvk8kl]

Did you know that Italy and the United States share over 50 Sister Cities and Twin Towns? A Sister City bond is an international partnership 
unique to each pair, and can encompass everything from business, trade and educational initiatives to cultural exchanges and projects.

These partnerships date back decades—one of the oldest ones, between Milan and Chicago, began in 1973! The pair has a strong of 
friendship, with ties related to architecture and music; fashion and education; finance and the economy.

The newest Sister City pair—Carmel, Indiana, and Cortona, Italy—aim to create international goodwill with a focus on student cultural 
exchanges and expanded business relationships. Learn about the newest Sister City relationship between our two countries, announced just 
last month
https://www.wishtv.com/news/carmel-announces-new-sister-citv-in-cortona-italv/

The @americanart's touring exhibition "Sargent, Whistler, and Venetian Glass: American Artists and the Magic of Murano" is now at 
@theamoncarter in Fort Worth, TX, until September 11!

Travel trough time and experience Venice as the leading 19th-century American artists, such as Sargent & Whistler, did! Glass goblets, 
mosaics and paintings showcase Venice, locals' life, craftmanship and innovation.

@ltalyinHouston

Learn more about their love affair with Venetian glass
https://www.nbcdfw.com/entertainment/the-scene/amon-carter-museum-of-american-art-showcases-american-artists-love-affair-with-venetian-
glass/3005480/

"Judith and Holofernes," one of Italian painter Artemisia Gentileschi’s most well-known and haunting works, uses the dramatic play of dark and 
light to depict a gruesome but powerful act. In the dossier exhibition "SLAY," it is placed with a painting by Kehinde Wiley from the series "An 
Economy of Grace." On display at @FrickPittsburgh until July 10.

Learn more about how these two paintings each convey a dynamic image of a women overcoming oppression and inequality
https://www.thefrickpittsburah.org/SLAY

[like: https://www.facebook.
com/iicwashinatondc/posts/pfbid04fcG54ASVBewMYnmX5mi5VoNPQ2LJbmpLw4D8U16hkehBBpDktAtWncwHWHHrH3l]

[like: https://www.facebook.com/iicwashinqtondc/posts/pfbid0t5Qii2dmuLSmR5hin5X9rqvxXCLvE39RnKf6a9btFcTk5xZ9SioupR5ibac1YUfhl ]

Italy works tirelessly to safeguard heritage, preserve the memory of the past, and fight illicit art trafficking through the efforts of the @carabinieri. 
it and international partners. Leam more about the stories of several recovered Etruscan, Greek and Roman artifacts, now on display in Rome

https://www.thequardian.com/world/2022/iun/16/museum-of-rescued-art-stolen-relics-returned-to-italv
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Do you love to write? Then be sure to check out "Italiani per il Futuro"—a multilingual, multi-generational poetry prize for residents and citizens 
of the United States, launched by the Italian Cultural institute of New York! There are three age categories for poetry in Italian or Italian dialect, 
with an open-ended theme.

The Prize is under the patronage of: Embassy of Italy in the United States, @IICNewYork New York, @CGIE2011 and 
@CalandralnstituteCUNY.

Learn more: https://iicnewyork.esteri.
it/iic newvork/resource/doc/2022/07/cotnunicato stampa premio new vork di poesia italiani per il futuro.pdf

Over several centuries, Italy, the Eternal Innovator, has left an impact on all industries with their signature style, sophistication and quality— 
including the automotive sector.

Founded on this day in 1899 by Italian businessman Giovanni Agnelli, @fiat is a staple of the Italian automotive industry and the world. The first 
Fiats were produced in Turin, and the company became the largest automotive company in Italy in 1910. Now as part of @Stellantis, Fiat is 
innovating in the electric transportation space—as seen on display at the Embassy during our Festa Della Repubblica celebration in June!

Last month, @ltalyMFA.it released the 2022 edition of "Music for Uncertain Times" to celebrate the annual occasion of Festa Della Musica. In 
this release, Italian and international artists collaborated to bring the universal language of Italian music to life through performances recorded 
in historic Italian theaters!

Watch the third Italian musical duet, performed by @GaiaGozziOfficial and @LousAndTheYakuza and filmed in the Villa Aldrovandi- 
Mazzacorati Theatre in Bologna.
https://vimeo.com/720564992

A lot of love for Italy in yesterday's #Emmy nominations!

Congratulazioni to Italian-American stars @StanleyTucci, John Turturro, @ChristinaRicci, @alexandra.daddario.5439 and Kaley Cuoco, the 
Searching for Italy and @SuccessionHBO teams in Italy, and all of the nominees!

https://www.emmvs.com/awards/nominees-winners

"A great Made in Italy champion brings with him all that is Italian..."

Italian Olympic champion @LamontMarcellJacobs joined the #belT "As I See IT" campaign to share how he takes the beauty of Italy with him 
no matter where in the world he competes. Watch to learn more

Italy and the United States share over 50 Sister Cities with unique partnerships that can encompass everything from business, trade and 
educational initiatives to cultural exchanges and projects. Today, discover the bond between Agrigento, Italy and Tampa, Florida!

Formed as an exploratory committee in 1987 by @italiancluboftampa, the bond between Agrigento and Tampa was finalized with an 
international agreement in 1991. A delegation of officials from Agrigento visited Tampa with their families and a Sicilian dance group called 
Vecchia Gergenti, and the friendship led to the sharing of cultural objects including antiquities from Sicily, and discussions of economic 
development between the two cities.

Agrigento is located on the Southern coast of Italy, and 90% of Tampa’s Italian Americans trace their roots to the area. These "Sunshine" cities 
celebrated 30 years of friendship just last year, with many more to come.

[like: https://www,facebook.
com/iicwashinatondc/posts/pfbid02zAbdi7fZY7u3ewQaQvFpErwrA2ep7PY3LnMKNGVi79TV2wAs4fzwc5GajPvqRV9YI'

"Rome is the city of echoes, the city of illusions, the city of desire." - Giotto

Why Rome? Through urban regeneration, sustainability and human connection, the Eternal City is constantly promoting innovations to build a 
better future. This is engrained in the very essence of the city, which has rebuilt itself again and again across centuries.

Learn more about @Expo2030Roma, Rome's candidacy to host the 2030 World Expo

Have you ever thought about what life was like 250,000 years ago? The Cilento area was once occupied by farmers during the Neolithic period, 
societies of the Bronze and Iron Age, Etruscans, Greeks and Lucanians, before being incorporated into the Roman Empire in the 3rd century 
BCE.

Once a major route for trade, the Cilento was also a cultural stomping ground and a site for political interactions during prehistoric and medieval 
periods. For a time, it served as a boundary between Greek colonies and the indigenous Etruscan and Lucanian peoples.

The site, inscribed as a @UNESCO World Heritage site in 1998, includes the National Park Cilento e Vallo di Diano, the two archaeological 
sites of Paestum and Velia, whose remains give us a glimpse into the past. The monumental Certosa di San Lorenzo at Padula is also part of 
the site and is one of the most impressive monastic structures in the world. Its construction began in 1306, but it went through Baroque 
transformations in the 17th and 18th centuries.
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An ambitious exhibit honoring Donatello as a Father of the Renaissance is on display in Florence until July 31! Featuring over 130 masterpieces 
on loan from over 50 institutions such as @metmuseum and @nationalgalleryofart, the exhibit pairs Donatello's work with other artists, 
including Filippo Brunelleschi, Giovanni Bellini, Michelangelo and Raphael, to demonstrate his lasting impact on his contemporaries. Learn 
more
https://www.smithsonianmaa.com/smart-news/donatello-renaissance-art-historv-180979774/

[like: https://www.facebook.
com/iicwashinatondc/posts/pfbid032KKJJoDHaBFbNAWdvqp5wZwkHG3rTWpu1Aoth5pQKfbG1HscHT8tcQV3Yv9AUVtSI]

[like: https://www.facebook.com/IICChicaao/posts/pfbid02pJZDT1eGR5GrZuAcBZHSz236SLaFUrdv8FeR6kip2iYf89epxScJmRmob25AzTGMI1

[like: https://www.facebook.com/iicla/posts/pfbid02eP22diYt4q85xmX7HQM8GP3QCeYx6xp8UTOh7x77j3AnLGzzadhAuuEaZJbvenwZI]

Happy #WorldEmojiDay from the Embassy of Italy!

Italian is one of the most studied languages in the world, and now there's finally a museum to tell the story of our beautiful language! Florence's 
MUNDI, the first Italian Language Museum, has opened an introductory exhibit that will last until October 6. Once fully open in 2023, MUNDI will 
share the history and development of the Italian language through manuscripts, books, paintings and other multimedia pieces.

Did you know that the United States is ranked fourth in the world for total number of Italian language students?

Learn more about the introductory exhibit, celebrating our beloved language
https://www.theflorentine.net/2022/07/07/mundi-national-museum-italian/

Lace up your mall-walking shoes and step back with us to 107 AD, when Apollodorus of Damascus began work on Trajan's Market, or "Mercati 
di Traiano," which is believed to be the first example of a covered shopping mall. That's right—every time you go to a shopping mall, you're 
stepping back centuries through the influence of the Eternal Innovator, Italy!

Trajan's Market was built in Rome near the Colosseum and contained two floors of covered shops where ancient Romans could mingle and 
make purchases. The remains of Trajan's Market can still be toured today, and the building currently holds the fascinating Museum of Imperial 
Forums.

As instances of celiac disease increase in Italy and beyond, producers are innovating in the baked goods sector to make sure everyone can get 
a taste of Italy. From pasta and dough to desserts and other confectionery products, exploring new grain and ingredient options is just another 
way that Italy demonstrates its culinary prowess on a global stage.

Learn more about Italy's successes in the gluten-free culinary world
https://www.bbc.com/storvworks/be-it-buildina-on-excellence/gluten-free-italv

[like: https://www.facebook.
com/IICChicaao/posts/pfbid02AbxG7NYBoEC9Fsu1zLGeffkPTrLUCvCnoDeuC2XL8mMav8bYKRaA4JkSLvjN6vsMI]

Through a partnership between three iconic Italian wine brands, @agenziaspazialeitaliana and @associazioneitalianasommelier, Italian wine 
will soon be among the stars! Gaja, @biondisantiofficial and @feudisg provided vine samples and wine bottles to participate in a "wine in 
space" program, which will allow researchers to better understand how grapes and wine survive in space. Learn more
https://www.decanter.com/wine-news/iconic-italian-wineries-partner-on-wine-in-space-proiect-483918/

Italy and the United States share 50+ sister cities with unique partnerships that reach across the Atlantic Ocean. Today, learn more about the 
bond between Arezzo, Italy and Norman, Oklahoma!

The official agreement between Arezzo and Norman was signed in 2011. While sister city relationships can stem from a number of common 
interests—including art, culture and economics—this bond came thanks to the @uofoklahoma's desire to increase their presence in Arezzo, 
where, at the time of the agreement, 200 students visited each year to learn Italian.

Norman is located about 20 miles away from Oklahoma City, while Arezzo is located in eastern Tuscany.

Visitors to @libraryofcongress are now able to see 35 different copies of Dante Alighieri's "Divine Comedy" on display at the entrance of 
Hispanic and European Readings Rooms in the Thomas Jefferson Building! Each was selected due to unique ability to convey a story through 
different languages, story changes or illustrations.

This exhibit will be available until August 31. Learn more and make a plan to visit: https://bloas.loc.aov/international-collections/2022/06/dantes- 
rebirth-at-the-iibrarv-of-conaress/?loclr=eaint
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One of the world's greatest collections of prehistoric drawings is located in Italy! More than 140,000 symbols and figures carved into stone 
make up the Rock Drawings in Valcamonica.

Inscribed in 1979, this was the first @UNESCO world heritage site in Italy, and it's no mystery as to why it earned that honor—the drawings 
cover a period of 8,000 years and depict themes including agriculture, navigation, war and magic. Few other places on the planet provide that 
kind of insight into how ancient societies lived!

Idyllic views ... picturesque villas ... thermal springs ... that's Ischia, Italy! Located in the Tyrrhenian Sea, this island is the perfect destination— 
and now it's been voted "Best Island in the World" by the readers of @travelandleisure!

Read more about the 25 best islands in the world
https://www.travelandleisure.com/worlds-best/best-islands-in-the-world-2022

Italy's master beauty companies have embraced the push for vegan and locally-sourced cosmetics! Companies like @conerobeauty are taking 
the opportunity to experiment with unique ingredients, such as the vitamin-rich Mediterranean sea fennel, to create products. Other companies 
like @milanesiskincare are enjoying the efficiency of sourcing locally.

Read more about Italian innovations in cosmetics
https://www.bbc.com/storvworks/be-it-buildino-on-excellence/italian-cosmetic-innovations

Thanks to a partnership between @officialbe.it and @treedomtrees, a conservation organization with headquarters in Florence, Italy, and Santa 
Monica, California, you can become a tree guardian in the first ever Made in Italy forest!

Redeem your tree now
https://www.treedom.net/en/oraanization/beit/event/made-in-italv-forest/redeem

[share: https://www.facebook.com/StatoMaaaioreDifesaOfficial/videos/3187462114844653/]

Did you know that many of the world's helicopters are built in Lombardy, Italy? This important contribution is just a continuation of a long history 
of innovation in the aerospace industry—thanks to Italy!

Before there was the modern helicopter, there was the steam powered Forlanini helicopter, designed in Milan by Enrico Forlanini. It first flew in 
1887, and was the first object to fly using an engine.

This isn't the only first in the aerospace industry for the Eternal Innovator! In 1930, Corradino D’Ascanio, born In Pisa, patented the modern 
helicopter. His design featured two coaxial propellers, which helped control aerodynamic forces and improve flying stability.

Now, advanced technologies and innovations continue to improve the aerospace industry!

Today, let's learn about a special bond between two cities that are more than 5,500 miles apart! Alba, Italy, and Medford, Oregon, became 
sisters under US President Eisenhower's "People-to-People" Program, and a strong friendship has grown between the two cities over the last 
50 years.

The partnership is one of several pairs between the United States and Italy, but Alba and Medford's friendship is unique. Medford was the only 
city in the northwest United States invited to inaugurate the first telecommunications satellite with a call to their sister city. In 1962, Mayor 
Osvaldo Cagnasso of Alba and Mayor John Snider of Medford spoke with each other, while citizens of each city listened intently.

Now, the two cities participate in student exchanges and bond over their similarities—and differences!

Renaissance town-planning implements a humanist concept, creating the "ideal city"—but do you know where you can find the earliest 
example?

Architect Bernardo Rossellino was selected by Pope Pius II in the mid-14th century to transform the look of his birthplace: the City of Pienza. 
Rossellino took the knowledge he acquired from his mentor Leon Battista Alberti, the author of the first architectural treatise of the 
Renaissance, and developed a new vision for the urban space in Pienza. Construction, which began in 1459, was centered around a 
trapezoidal square called Piazza Pio II. It included the Piccolomini, Ammannati and Borgia Palaces, a town hall, and a new axis road—called 
Corso Rossellino—to connect the original medieval walls around the city. As development continued, public and private buildings were 
constructed as part of Pius M's summer court, and Pienza quickly became the blueprint for town development during the Italian Renaissance.

The Historic Center of the City of Pienza is a @UNESCO site, inscribed in 1996 and its heritage will be preserved for centuries to come.

Centuries of dirt were removed from a Medici family chapel located in Florence with assistance from an unexpected source—three strains of 
carefully chosen non-toxic bacteria! After years of careful restoration, scientists used gel fused with the bacteria to clean the most stubborn 
areas of the chapel.

Michelangelo was commissioned to work on this chapel in 1520, and the tomb he sculpted features members of the powerful Medici family 
alongside other allegorical figures from the time.

Learn more about how Italian science and innovation brought this masterpiece back to life
https://www.theauardian.com/world/2022/mar/09/florence-tomb-bv-michelanaelo-restored-with-aid-of-bacteria
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